
The search is on for a

group of Dominican poach-

ers.

Crewmembers aboard the

HMBS Durward Knowles

were on routine patrol in the

southern Bahamas when they

came across a 50ft vessel in

the Great Bahama Bank.

On board were four

Dominican fishermen along

with a quantity of fish.

At last report, authorities

were searching for the other

poachers who reportedly left

the area on several skiffs.

Saturday’s apprehension

follows the arrest of two

drug suspects along with the

discovery of 168 pounds of

marijuana, an estimated

street value of $168,000.

The suspects have since

pleaded not guilty to the

crime.

The duo was remanded to

The Bahamas Department of

Correctional Services.

It has been  no secret,  the

Minnis administration has

received  fierce push back to

its decision to increase Value

Added Tax  (VAT)  and that

came  from outside and inside

the governing party;  particular-

ly from  Free National

Movement  Members of

Parliament  Reece Chipman,

Vaughn Miller, Frederick

McAlpine and Travis Robinson. 

In hopes of getting the

Members of Parliament to see

things his way, Prime Minister

Doctor Hubert Minnis  yester-

day  urged MPs  to vote their

conscience, charging that a no

vote means sacrificing the

future of the country. 

“If  your conscience tells

you that you do not want a

future for young people, then

you  will  vote no,” he said. 

“Much of this budget may

not be expedient, nor popular,

nor safe, nor politic, but con-

science tells me that we are

doing the right thing for the

people that I love, with all my

heart and soul.

“We are doing the right

thing for current and future

generations,” he added.

The Prime Minister

stressed that the budget is not

about VAT, but more about the

future of Bahamians.

However, the opposition

contended that Dr. Minnis has

failed to persuade even his

own backbenchers to vote

yes.  

“It  is clear that they have

not been able to persuade

their back benchers that what

they’re doing is right, and I

dare say that there are a num-

ber of them who are sitting

right in there, had it been for

any other reason probably

were saying no to themselves,

said PLP Leader, Philip Davis. 

“I’m happy that he called on

the conscience, and see

whether or not those people

will yield toward what their

conscience is telling them

today,” he added.

BY JAMEELHA MISSICK
Journal Staff Writer
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“Budget of Betrayal”
p p o s i t i o n

L e a d e r

Philip Davis

says the

Prime minis-

ter’s attempt

“to justify the uncon-

scionable and massive

increase in taxes on the

backs of ordinary

Bahamians, fell abysmally

flat.”

In a statement released

after the Prime Minister

spoke in the House of

Assembly winding up the

budget debate, Mr. Davis

said the contribution by

Doctor Hubert Minnis “was

most unimpressive and

lacked a basic grasp of his

own budgetary initiatives

and what underlying eco-

nomic principles informed

such programs. It represent-

ed a complete about face

from his campaign promises

recalling that taxing is the

lazy way out.

“This is not the People's

budget. This is not the

People’s time.

“The thrust of his contri-

bution is in stark contrast

with that of the budget com-

munication and the contribu-

tion by his Minister of

Finance. The only common

denominator between the

two being to blame the PLP,

continuing the campaign

political rhetoric,” said Mr.

Davis.

OO

4 Opposition Leader Philip Davis

g See BETrAyAL / page 2...

“VAT INCREASE PROTECTS 
BAHAMIANS”, SAYS PM

Prime Minister Dr. Hubert

Minnis outlined the various

options that the government

had on Value Added Tax

(VAT), saying that it took a

decision to protect future

generations.  He  spent a full

three plus hours wrapping up

debate on the 2018/2019

budget, which has found

both the opposition and sev-

eral government MP’s

declaring that they cannot in

good conscience support the

government’s bid to increase

VAT  to 12 per cent from 7 .5

per cent  come July 1st.

Free National Movement

Long Island MP Adrian

Gibson’s suggested the gov-

ernment forestall the hike

until perhaps the third or

fourth quarter of the fiscal

year.

However, the government

showed no signs of leaning

in that direction.

The Prime Minister yes-

terday, sought to lay to rest

arguments against upping

value added tax.

BY JAMEELHA MISSICK
Journal Staff Writer

g See BAhAMIANs / page 2...

4 Prime Minister, Dr. the Hon. Hubert Minnis 
making his Contribution to the 2018/2019 
National Budget in the House of Assembly, 

June 18, 2018. (BIS Photo/Yontalay Bowe)

PM To MPs: “VOTE
YOUR CONSCIENCE”

DAVIS: VAT Increase Oppresses
Poor And Provides For Rich

Opposition Leader Philip ‘Brave' Davis

says he cannot support the presentation of the

2018/2019 budget as its various increases in

areas like VAT only oppresses the poor and

provides for the rich.

He noted that the increases in VAT being

proposed is ‘symtomatic' to the disease of

mismanagement, but not the root cause. The

root cause, he explained, is more frightening

as it is simply the inability of those who have

responsibility for the Bahamian people's fiscal

well-being, to manage it in a responsible man-

ner. Therefore, Davis said as a responsible

Opposition, his party cannot support any of

the increases which have been proposed as it

oppresses the poor and provides for the rich.

“Without notice and without consultation,

the government has increased VAT to 12per

cent , a whopping 60 per cent  and cannot

explain credibly why it has had to do so,” he

said. “The Government says it met unpaid

bills of around $750 million, but has gone out

and raised $2 billion. It is the worst of times

because the government cannot credibly

explain what it has done with these borrowed

funds.”

g See Poor ANd ProvIdEs For rIch on PAGE 2...

POLICE  PROBE  DROWNING INCIDENT

Police are investigating  the drowning of a child that occurred

shortly  after 3:00pm yesterday.

According to reports, a male child was at the beach at

Arawak Cay, along with a family member and other children. As

the family was about to leave, they discovered the child miss-

ing. A search of the beach was made and the child was discov-

ered lying face down at the water’s edge. Paramedics respond-

ed to the scene and transported the child to hospital in critical

condition; however, he was pronounced dead a short time later. 

Investigations are ongoing.

RBDF IN SEARCH OF POACHERS
BY JAMEELHA MISSICK

Journal Staff Writer

GOT NEWS?
Please call The Bahama

Journal’s News TIP 
LINE at 356-7254 
and let us know!
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Davis warned that an

increase of 12 per cent  in

VAT will result in an increase

in hotel operational costs,

driving up room rates and

food  and  beverages prices.

“I note that the minister is

postponing the 12 per cent

effect until for this sector,” he

informed. “The fact that this

postponement was necessary

speaks volumes of the inept-

ness of your decision making

process and incompetence in

not being able to discern the

impact that decision will have

on the industry.”

The Cat Island, Rum Cay

and  San Salvador MP said

investors are looking for

jurisdictions where they can

make a profit and where the

cost of doing business is rea-

sonable. This, he added, was

exactly the course in which

the PLP administration was

headed when they imple-

mented VAT at 7.5per cent. 

In fact, he revealed that the

PLP government had been

able to arrest the challenges

of revenue growth which it

met when taking office in

2012 by the successful intro-

duction of VAT at 7.5 per

cent. He stressed that it was

this new form of taxation by

the PLP that can point to a

progressive reduction of the

deficit.

“I say….that the focus on

tax increase, in particular the

outrageous increase in VAT,

runs a high risk of reducing

economic growth and the real

possibility of plunging The

Bahamas into a recession, a

double-dip recession if you

will,” he said. “It is a proven

fact of economics that tax

increases in a flat economy

always leads to a slow down

and a down turn in economic

growth.”

The increased taxes on

Bahamians as proposed by

the FNM government, he

pointed out, will have a nega-

tive Impact on their dispos-

able income. This, he contin-

ued, together with a low eco-

nomic growth, will result in

there being a substantial

shortfall in VAT projections.

The FNM government, he

advised, should create a bet-

ter plan as their rush to bal-

ance this budget through the

policy instrument of taxation,

is unfortunately being done at

the expense of increased

human hardship and suffer-

ing.
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“This is not about the PLP, it is about the

FNM and Dr. Hubert Minnis’ lack of ability to

govern. It is about the obstinance and arro-

gance of this administration not to yield to the

voices of reason that is now a crescendo from

all aspects of the community.

“There has been no support for what they

are doing. This budget oppresses the poor by

unconscionably increasing VAT by 60 per cent

and provided no credible basis for doing so.

This is borne out by all former Ministers of

Finance who have all cast doubt on the

approach of the FNM. The Minister of

Finance has cast aspersions on all former

Ministers of Finance by suggesting that they

were all fiscally irresponsible and not trans-

parent. Last year the FNM gave millions of

dollars of revenues to large companies with

turnovers of above 50 million dollars and now

they are refunding millions of dollars to multi-

nationals. Now the Bahamian people must pay

for this,” said the leader of the Progressive

Liberal Party.

He said, “the only fact is that the Bahamian

people will be taxed more than they can bear.

12 percent VAT. A discriminatory tax against

gaming operators. The fixing of the economy

for the rich. His tax increases support give-

aways for the rich. No news for Grand

Bahama to help them up off the ground and

there are heavier burdens for the poor.

This budget is a colossal betrayal of the

Bahamian people, that will lead to a double

dip recession,” said Mr. Davis.

“Obliviously  it appears to

be some messaging to the

back benchers, but it was

interesting how the reference

to his conscience rose to the

top and then the pressure

appears to have come to bear

on those who were saying

they’re going  according to

their conscience,” said

Member of Parliament for

Englerston, Glenys Hanna-

Martin.

“So we’ll see how the con-

science thing  plays out

upstairs.”

The Progressive Liberal

Party MPs  said  they  are vot-

ing no to all tax increases.

PM To MPs: “VOTE YOUR CONSCIENCE”

DAVIS: VAT Increase Oppresses
Poor And Provides For Rich

“Budget of Betrayal”
gg Continued from / PAGE 1...
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His reason was that there are very few

feasible options available within the time-

frame required to fully address a fiscal gap

of the country’s magnitude. 

“We would have looked at doing noth-

ing, what impact it would have had on our

country, that was not an option. We would

have destroyed our future generations,

Minnis said. 

“We would have looked at 10 per cent

and the result was still not good for future

generations, the result may have been good

for us, but was bad for the future. 

“We looked at 15, that was not an option,

that is too much a pain for anybody to bur-

den and we looked at 12 but we realized

there would be some challenges even with

12, but we know how to overcome those

challenges,” said the Prime Minister.

The 4.5 per cent hike in VAT is key to

the government’s three-year plan to elimi-

nate its arrears, provide the right budgeting

for known commitments, funding for its

socio-economic growth agenda, significant

reductions in customs and excise duties in

the second and third years of the plan and

attain critical deficit targets. 

The Prime Minister, however, accepts

that a sharp contraction in economic activ-

ity, as a result of the VAT increase, is not

inevitable.

“Any possible temporary impact needs

to be weighed against the potential nega-

tive effects of not closing the fiscal gap and

meeting the deficit target, thereby facing

the prospects of further downgrades in our

credibility and credit rating, he said.

“We should also not lose sight of the fact

that the government has been mindful in

the development of its plan to provide tax

relief to the most vulnerable of our socie-

ty,” he added.

“VAT INCREASE PROTECTS 
BAHAMIANS”, SAYS PM

gg Continued from / PAGE 1...
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Bahamas and mexico ParticiPate in

monday's tradewinds 2018 military drill

4 Tradewinds 2018 military training participants from the Royal Bahamas Defence and
Police Forces, and Mexico, performed a drill with the scenario of a possible car bomb
attack on June 18, 2018, in Nassau, The Bahamas.  The uniformed forces drilled on

area protection, searching suspicious vehicles, detaining and pursing opposition person-
nel, and providing assistance and protection to injured comrade. Tradewinds 2018 is an
annual regional military training exercise that is being held in The Bahamas June 14-
21; this year's exercise focuses on Countering Transnational Organized crime in the

region. The main objective of the military event is to foster training for security forces
that is "tailored for the region by the region," and is sponsored by the United States

Southern Command.  Twenty-two partner nations of the Caribbean region, wider
Americas and Western Europe comprising over 800 troops are participating in the 
exercise.  The Bahamas last hosted the event in 2009. (BIS Photo/eric rose)
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New Crop Box Technology Introduced
To Bahamian Agricultural sector

“The Bahamas, as an

archipelago, is challenged,

like most Small Island

Developing States (SIDS) in

this Region, the Pacific and

the Indian Ocean, with the

reality of Climate Change.

Our geographical location

has made us vulnerable to the

threats of hurricanes, which

seem to be intensifying each

year, Tropical storms,

extreme temperatures, flood-

ing, drought, invasive pests

and diseases which wreaked

havoc on our flora and fauna,

sea level rise .Coastal erosion

resulting from these natural

disasters has inflicted consid-

erable  damage to coastal

infrastructure like roads, resi-

dences and buildings on

many of our islands.

In today’s Bahamas, the

food production season is ill

defined. Fifty years ago when

I was appointed an

Agricultural Officer in the

Department of Agriculture,

farmers knew the growing

season. Our small farmers

were practitioners of tradi-

tional farming which was

based on a labour intensive,

pot-hole technology  in the

Southeastern Bahamas. Their

source of information was

either from indigenous

knowledge, from

McDonald’s Almanac or, as

some did, planted by the

moon and the tide. There was

no extension service to intro-

duce them to new farming

practices or technologies.

Growing Season

Because of the predictabil-

ity of our growing season, an

OFFSHORE FARMING

industry developed here as

Florida agribusinesses sought

the sub- tropical climate of

The Bahamas as an environ-

mentally secure locale for the

production of winter vegeta-

bles and citrus in order to

hedge against the possibili-

ties of freezes in Florida.

These OFF-SHORE growers

introduced the new technolo-

gy of mechanized farming

which they had developed in

the Pine areas around

Homestead in South Florida.

The technology was success-

ful transferred to The

Bahamas by these Off-shore

growers thereby making our

Pine Forests in the Northern

Bahamas the most agricultur-

ally productive locale in our

archipelago. This resulted in

the adoption of mechanized

farming by Bahamian farm-

ers on the Pine Islands of

Andros, Abaco and Grand

Bahama.

Today in the era of

Climate Change, the produc-

tion season is unpredictable.I

will give you some examples.

Andros and Abaco have been

experiencing cold winter

nights with low temperatures

in January and February, this

has retarded growth and

development of bananas and

papaya. There have been

unseasonal winter rains in the

Northern Bahamas. Two or

three years ago, 100 acres of

onions were flooded out as

result of winter rains. In addi-

tion, farmers lost their tomato

crop and BAMSI lost its five

acre pineapple crop.

The climatic disruption to

banana production sensitized

us to   revitalize banana pro-

duction on Eleuthera and

Long Island where banana

production had been stifled

for years as result of hurri-

cane damages and the

unavailability of improved

planting material to offset the

devastation of Black sigatoka

to the banana fields.

In Long Island, salt intru-

sion has set back production

substantially. Last year, L.I.

was cut in half at the mid

–section of the Island

because of flooding from the

hurricane causing salt water

dispersal in farming areas.

South Eleuthera has been

facing drought conditions

and pineapple and tomato

production which have been

staple small farmer cash

crops are in serious decline.

Agriculturally, Cat Island

today is at the same technolo-

gy level as it was when I

joined the Department fifty

years ago.  High tempera-

tures, droughts and invasive

pest and diseases like Black

sigatoka have threatened sub-

sistence farming. In most of

these islands and Cat Island

in particular, women are the

farmers. Technology has left

these islands behind.

State of Food

Production

When the Europeans

arrived in 1492, they met the

Tainos and Arawaks engaged

in shifting cultivation. In the

SE Bahamas that system is

still prevalent in many farm-

ing communities and farmers

in these communities do not

want their children to follow

in their footsteps as farmers.

In 1978 the first Census of

Agriculture revealed that

there were 9700 people

engaged in Agricultural

Sector. The 1994 Census of

Agriculture showed a decline

to 6900 and by 2012 it down

to 1500.

The Sector has shrunk to a

state where there is virtually

no Layer or egg production,

one broiler facility of Abaco,

no citrus production on

Abaco and Andros, no com-

mercial food processing

facilities to create value

added from tomato, pigeon

peas, guava and pepper crops

as the Sector remains a fresh

crop producer. Plus, there has

been a dramatic drop in crop

acreage from almost 90,000

acres in ’78 to 50,000acres in

’94 to less than 10,000 in

2012.  This is what the

Christie Government inherit-

ed, hence the establishment

of BAMSI. This situation

stems from the fact that our

Agricultural Sector has

lacked policy direction and

not   technologically driven.

If we as a people are seri-

ous about achieving food and

nutrition security for our

country, we have look at the

above scenario dispassionate-

ly and analytically.

Realistically at this juncture

in our socio-economic devel-

opment, we will never get

back to ’78 level of 90,000

acres in crop production

when the population of The

Bahamas was about 250,000

and the economy was receiv-

ing 1.7 million visitors.

Today the population is about

400,000 and there are

between 7.5 and 8 million

visitors.

The cost of developing

90,000 acres is prohibitive.

The only mechanism to

achieve at a minimum the

’78 level is through technolo-

gy.

The purpose of BAMSI

was to fix this scenario via

the exposure of our young

people to new technologies.

The last major infusion of

new technology was by

American OFFSHORE

agribusinesses in winter veg-

etable and citrus production

respectively, a quarter of a

century ago.

Food production is one of

the most technologically

driven sciences today.  The

world is calling for a second

green revolution to feed bil-

lions.  Currently the global

population is 7.3 billion, in

12 years( 2030) the popula-

tion will increase to 8.5 bil-

lion and by  2050 there will

be  9.7 billion humans on this

planet.

Feeding The 

Global Population

How will they be fed? The

amount of arable land is

declining and falling out of

production. Millions in

China, India, Brazil, Sub-

Sahara Africa, Asia and Latin

America are graduating out

of poverty into  the middle-

class, hence there is a global

dietary change taking place

and there will be a greater

demand for the same foods

that we eat.

The global population will

be fed through new technolo-

gies like the Crop Box. Dr.

Norman Borlaug’s first green

revolution centred around

gene manipulation to produce

high yielding crops in con-

junction with chemical fertil-

izers and synthetic herbicides

and pesticides. Gene manipu-

lation influenced the devel-

opment of genetically modi-

fied organisms (GMO) in a

range of commodities. That

breakthrough technology

changed the economic devel-

opment paradigm of India

and China, the two most pop-

ulous countries in the world

as they were now able to feed

millions.

(Editor’s Note:  The following are the remarks of Mr. Godfrey Eneas, President
of Collective Development Cooperation at a seminar held recently to introduce
new Crop Box Technology to the Bahamian Agricultural Sector.  The one-day
seminar was held in the in the Media Theatre of Jones Communications
Network on University Drive.

Also making special presentations were Dr. Omar Thomas and Mr. David Feng
of Collective Development Corporation.  Attendees included the President of
BAMSI, Mr. Tennyson Wells and other members of the Bahamian Agricultural
community).

4 Mr. Godfrey Eneas

4 Members of the Bahamian agricultural community and the general public attended the one-day seminar on Crop Box Technology. g See NEW croP Box / page 6...
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Minister of National

Security the Hon. Marvin

Dames said, on June 17, 2018,

that the recent string of murders

over the past two weeks,

including that morning's homi-

cide, must be very alarming to

the Bahamian public, and right-

fully so.

“The loss of any human life

is a tragic and heartbreaking

experience particular for family

members and, at this time, I

would like to extend my condo-

lences and that of the Bahamas

Government to families of all

victims of violence in this

country,” Minister Dames said,

during a press conference at the

Paul Farquharson Conference

Centre, Police Headquarters.

“Rest assured that the Royal

Bahamas Police Force, and all

law enforcement agencies, has

the full support of the Ministry

of National Security and by

extension the Government of

The Bahamas in providing nec-

essary human capital and

resources in the fight against

crime fight.”
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SPOTlIGhT ON 

BAIN GRANTS TOWN

ThUrsAys 7:30 P.M.

sATUrdAys 9:00 A.M.

LOVE 97

hOST; REV. dR. c. B. MOSS

THE MOST UNIQUE SHOW ON RADIO

DON’T MISS IT

The University of the

Bahamas will  be providing

financial backing for students

that are unable to afford the

expense of attending the pres-

tigious university. Making

good on  this promise, Prime

Minister Hubert Minnis

announced that UB students

who meet certain entry

requirements will receive free

tuition. This will take effect

as of Fall 2019.  The details

about this venture are being

kept secret until more plan-

ning are finalized. 

The  Prime Minister said,

“this major investment in

education will help scores of

young people to realize their

dreams as we build a more

effortful society…” and that

while talent is evenly distrib-

uted, opportunities are not.

He ensures that all citizens

will have fair opportunities

regardless of their financial

background. 

The FNM has made provi-

sions to assist family

islanders who find it equally

difficult to afford accommo-

dation while attending the

university. This arrangement

does not exclude UB students

who rather rent apartments or

share facilities. 

He said, “qualifying stu-

dents from family islands will

be afforded $500 a month for

an accommodation allowance

and UB will maintain its

proper housing register

ensuring that homes which

students reside meets safety

and other requirements.” 

The Prime Minister  noted

that this new housing register

will increase housing oppor-

tunities for students. With this

now venture and the free

tuition at the Bahamas

Technical and Vocational

Institute, all Bahamians will

now have to the chance to

further their education and

experience university. 

BYTIA THOMPSON
Journal Staff Writer

UB STUDENTS
GET ASSISTANCE

Another  day of no lights and heat at the East Hill post

office. It is no secret that staff members of  the East Hill

post office location have undergone  stress in an

unpleasant working environment. 

Over the years they had to contend with  leaking ceil-

ings,  rat infestation  and constant power outages. The

plan for betterment of the employees at the East Hill

location is to relocate the building and its staff to the

Gladstone road area where the old Phil’s food store once

was. 

Even though the post office has already reduced its

hours to be opened until 2pm instead of 5pm, the east

hill location had its staff go home  yesterday  at 11 am

because of another power outage . 

They were given instructions to return to work this

morning in hopes that the generator will be back up and

running. 

In April 2018, Transport and Local government

Minister Frankie Campbell said that the relocation of the

general post office to an existing building on Gladstone

road will be nowhere near as costly as pumping money

into the many fixtures at the current location.

Mr. Campbell, in April said that it would take

$4.5million  to fix the existing facility and twice as

much as that to purchase another location they had in

mind. 

The issues at the post office go beyond the constant

malfunctions, it’s the time frame that is being taken to

better these conditions.

BYTIA THOMPSON
Journal Staff Writer

Post Office
Workers

under Stress

4 Minister of National Security the Hon. Marvin Dames speaks, on June 17, 2018, 
during a press conference addressing law enforcement's response to recent homicides

and other crimes, at the Paul Farquharson Conference Centre, Police Headquarters.
Pictured (from left) are Commissioner of Police Anthony Ferguson, Minister Dames, 

Acting Permanent Secretary Eugene Poitier and Commander of the Royal 
Bahamas Defence Force Commodore Tellis Bethel. (BIS Photo/eric rose)

Minister Dames States 
Law Enforcement Response 

to Recent Homicides
BY ERIC ROSE

g See hoMIcIdEs on PAGE 7...
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The current administration like the one it dis-

placed is now battling issues which are so deeply

embedded and entrenched in our country that

blame as they might each other, the facts show that

they both have been and continue to be stymied by

thugs of many stripes, some sophisticated and oth-

ers decidedly crude, coming and going.

These are the dread ones who would shoot a

man in eye, in the head or if needs be---straight

through the heart---BLAM-BLAM---“YOU DEAD!” 

And thus today: If ever we could or would say

we knew one thing that matters it would be that

conclusion which preaches and shouts that no mat-

ter what the police do or not do in their so-called

‘war’ against street-level thugs and gangsters,

nothing of any real value will come of these efforts,

strategies and clever tactics so long as they either

refuse or fail to deal with criminals ensconced in

their suites.

No matter what any minister might wish the pub-

lic believe, the fact remains: -- Today’s crime-chal-

lenged Bahamas has achieved a most dubious dis-

tinction which is most concerning; with that alarum

to the effect that: -- “…AN international travel site

has listed The Bahamas as the sixth out of ten

most dangerous places for unaccompanied

women travellers to visit…”

The name of that travel site is Trip.com which –

lo and behold – listed The Bahamas just behind

Peru and ahead of Colombia on its “Least Safe

Countries for Solo Female Travellers.

Of some real concern is that: -- The survey

noted while women travellers reported “no issues”

and encountered “very friendly people” in The

Bahamas, it is “better” for them to “stay in populat-

ed areas”.

If ever there was a no-brainer available; this

advice is it, hands down.

It is on this note irony-laden that: -- We note

some of what The Hon. Marvin Dames has to say

about crime, with especial reference and focus on

the incidence of street-level thuggery, itself umbili-

cal-linked to criminal wrong-doing perpetrated from

the heights, so to speak.

Of some note is the fact that: -- Dames is clear-

ly one of the more loquacious members in today’s

People’s Time Free National Movement-dominat-

ed administration.

And thus today, we can echo some of the news

he brought some police-friendly information to the

attention of the public.

Here we suspect that, Dames is himself per-

suaded that if he could just list some of the all he

and his colleagues are about as they take on the

gangsters who would rape, steal, maraud and

even kill, if that was their wish.

And thus, just recently: -- Mr. Dames

announced the planned enrolment of some 105

new recruits, the roll out of a new crime reporting

app, the long-awaited roll out of the Marco’s Alert

planned for this week, and the incorporation of

new crime fighting equipment.

And with this, the Minister of National Security

Minister Marvin Dames [also] announced a series

of new crime fighting strategies geared towards

the blanket coverage of specific hotspot areas in

New Providence.

Thus we now know, there are so-called hotspot

areas in New Providence!

Perhaps like the shanty-town eradication proj-

ect, what is to be rolled out has been depicted as

being geared towards the so-called blanket cover-

age of specific hotspot areas in New Providence.

And as if all of this eloquently phrased stuff was

not enough, Minister Dames announced the pur-

chase of an updated fleet of squad cars valued at

$6.9m.

As grandiose as all of this might appear, this is

all part and parcel of a plethora of other such beef-

ing-up of the force; this notwithstanding Dames’

recitation as to how “….The Royal Bahamas

Police Force’s recently published Manpower Audit,

which noted that for every 100 officers recruited

and deployed there should be a three percent

decrease in crime statistics…”

And with that point made, Dames could freely

contend that: -- “More personnel, paired with cut-

ting-edge technology [all] working in tandem, law

enforcement agencies are consistently making

inroads to cut crime…”

As far as talking points are concerned, asser-

tions such as the above-captioned stuff about

making so-called inroads are just so much syrupy

stuff.

In the meanwhile, thugs on the street do their

killing, raping and robbery-tinged escapades!

As it was in the past, so too in these dread

times: -- Same strategies---Same results!

STRATEGIES
& RESULTS

The 2018 series salutes fashion

mogul Peter Nygård’s Golden

Jubilee detailing his rags to riches

story and incredible business suc-

cess over these past fifty years. The

Clifton Review will take an inside

look at how he did it.

Are you facing business chal-

lenges and looking to change

course but you’re unsure where to

begin?

Having an agile business to be

able to change course in business is

a solution. The business facing

high risks is the problem. So before

you get to the point of changing

course and ensuring your business

is agile enough to do so, you have

to be sure that you are properly

assessing the risks that you might be facing.

Risk assessments can involve simple

basic considerations or entail a very compre-

hensive look at your business conditions.

Either way, it requires an analytical review.

In assessing business risks, there are vari-

ous types of risks to consider: Examples

include,

n Direct threats to the viability 

of the business—like market 

conditions
n Business threats impacting the 

financial wellbeing of the 

individual
n Business threats to the physical, 

mental and emotional wellbeing 

of the individual.

The reason distinctions matter is that it

can impact your business decisions and thus,

the business. You may have launched a busi-

ness that may be facing challenges to keep it

going financially, but you may have deep

pockets so there is little risk to your person-

al financial wellbeing. On the other hand,

you could be personally risking everything

financially. 

Another example of why the distinctions

are important to consider is in a situation

where you are absolutely essential to the

business and it requires you to work twenty

hours, for example, to keep the business

going. That is not sustainable physically,

mentally or emotionally for a long period of

time and therefore, presents a risk to the sur-

vival of the business also.

In addition, there are several levels of

risk: Is the risk being considered,

n A Low-Level Risk
n A Mid-level Risk
n A High-Level Risk

For example, if your business is in trouble

and losing money, that aspect may be a low to

mid-level risk if you have deep pockets. While

nobody likes to lose money, there is less of an

impact if the loss of that money does not

impact your ability to care for yourself or your

family, and may not weigh as heavily on the

decisions that you make about the business.

Conversely, if you’ve invested your life’s

savings into your business with no additional

income at your disposal with a wife and five

children to take care of financially, your busi-

ness failing financially is an extremely high

risk. Everything is on the line financially and

will affect your decisions accordingly.

So all of the various factors are to be con-

sidered when assessing risk. In terms of how

this applies to a business, here’s an example:

If you are already contributing 20 hours a

day to making your business work, but you are

facing challenges that require you to change

course, you should know that whatever strate-

gies you consider should not require you to

work even more hours. That is a recipe for

failure.

It is of paramount importance to understand

the risk factors before deciding on strategy for

improving your business prospects. 

To illustrate, when fashion mogul Peter

Nygard saw a threat to his business viability in

the late 80s and early 90s because polyester,

from the department stores’ perspective, was

no longer en vogue, as the ‘King of Polyester’

he had to consider all of the risk factors to his

business.

He knew that he was facing risks on two

fronts: Going along with the department stores

meant he might lose his customer base who

loved his polyester pants. Not going along

with the department store meant he might lose

out on store space for his products.

His strategy idea was to open his own retail

stores. Nygard knew from his intuition that the

key to his success was with his core customer

base and opening his own stores was neces-

sary, but no department store would allow him

to compete with them and also continue sell-

ing his clothes.

This compounded the risk and presented a

dilemma. So what did he do? Find out next

time.

THE CLIFTON 

By P. J. Malone

REVIEW
The clifton review is a bi-weekly column that examines the 

question of the clifton project along with the evolution of the 

war between two billionaires, the links to unsavory characters, 

the use of the courts for personal agendas, the involvement 

of the Government opposition party (the FNM), and 

the attacks on the Government of The Bahamas.

WHEN YOUR
BUSINESS IS 
IN TROUBLE

ShuT-EyE

Dear Editor,

I confess that l supported

the FNM and believed every-

thing that Hubert Minnis

said. He promised that they

would make life better for all.

He even used his fictitious

story about him being poor.

We all know his father was

one of the few  successful

business black businessmen

for decades.

But after hearing Minnis

paint such a grim picture of

the PLP, l convinced my fam-

ily and friends to vote FNM.

He said all PLP was corrupt.

Today he has "heaped

more taxes" on our backs,

even when he fired my sister

who is a single mother of

four.

HE lied that the PLP could

not find the VAT money.

WHICH IS A LIE! He has

lied about many things.

He lied about BAHA

MAR TOO!

Now he plans to DROWN

US IN MORE TAXES.

He sat right there and

allow HELICOPTERS

AND  AIRPLANES to be

"Duty free!" But he did not

make used cars duty free. He

refused to make fruits and

vegetables duty free. 

HE DOES NOT CARE

FOR THE POOR.

So Thursday 14 June, me,

my children, family and

friends marched. We will not

be voting FNM this time.

Minnis could careless

about us from over the hill.

He is busy helping his RICH

WHITE FRIENDS. 

Any FNM who cannot see

that they are being shafted

will feel it sooner or later.

"But if l only did know" -

always comes too late!

We will not be fooled by

spin doctors. We know better.

Minnis must not be allowed

to do any more damage to

this country.

I am embarrassed to be an

FNM. Don't be fooled, many

FNM was on the march.

MANY

Sandra Cleare-Thompson

An FNM.

Minnis Government
"DOES NOT CARE FOR THE POOR"!

letter to the editor
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In the 2016 Global Agricultural

Productivity Report which was pro-

duced by the US based Global

Harvest Initiative(GHI) stated that

global agricultural productivity must

increase by 1.75 % annually in order

to meet the demands of an estimated

9.7 billion people in 2050.

WTO

Apart from the technology issue,

there is membership in the World

Trade Organization (WTO) by, pos-

sibly, the end of next year.  In all the

talk on the WTO, I have heard noth-

ing about one of the critical compo-

nents of the WTO and that is the

Agreement on Agriculture(AOA).

The AOA is responsible for rules and

regulations for trade in food.  The

AOA is comprised of four compo-

nents- Market Access, Domestic

Support, Export Subsidies and

Phyto- sanitary and Sanitary

Measures. In 1969, my first promo-

tion was to Marketing Officer and

from then and until now, Bahamian

agriculture has been plagued by

Market Access issues. It is this plank

of the WTO that killed the poultry

industry both eggs and broilers, food

processing companies like Sawyers

Food Products  and PW Albury and

Sons, and export agriculture of some

of  our produce. The reason is due to

the fact that the Bahamian market is

controlled by food importers and US

fast food franchise operators. Unless

the gamut or array of Market Access

issues are addressed, Bahamian

Agriculture will not flourish.

e-Marketing

In this project we have built in the

aspect of e-marketing based on out-

put and demand data that is generat-

ed not only nationally but also

regionally through a network to facil-

itate national and regional trade. This

is the one mechanism or tool to com-

pete with non –regional food

exporters. 

Competitiveness with imports can

be achieved because we demonstrat-

ed it at BAMSI, hence the success of

the BAMSI Store when compared to

the Produce Exchange and its modus

operandi. In the BAMSI Store, we

operated on the policy of zero inven-

tory because of our reliability and

ability to supply the market with

quality commodities.

The Way Forward

The Bahamas has to re-set its food

production agenda. The Agricultural

Sector has not only to move to a

technologically driven agenda but to

a technologically based food produc-

tion system. This would mean revo-

lutionizing the way in which our

crops are grown, our livestock are

reared and the processing of raw

materials for valued added purposes. 

In some instances, it would call

for tinkering, for example, with the

techniques which the small farmer

uses in   pot-hole farming, our

agribusiness sector will face transfor-

mation and the conversion of our

marketing system to one connected

to ICT.

In Jamaica and Trinidad, whole-

salers, food store chain operators and

consumers are now buying on the

Internet from local producers.

Internet buying in the region is a

reality we need it here.

Whether we recognize it or not,

The Bahamas is a technologically

backward country agriculturally. We

lack the WTO infrastructure to prop-

erly adhere to the rules and guide-

lines of the AOA. There is no fully

functioning Bureau of Standards;

Haiti is more advanced in this area

than we are. Mankind is in its fifth

Industrial Revolution; as a country,

we are still operating in the third

Industrial Revolution.

Being where we are has negative-

ly impacted our competitiveness, our

productivity, our effectiveness and,

in the case of food production, our

output or our ability to feed our-

selves. The reduction of our national

food import bill should be a policy

goal.

The time for talk is over; the UN’s

2030 Agenda on the 17 SDGs (Goal

2:  End hunger, achieve food securi-

ty, improve nutrition and promote

sustainable agriculture) will end in a

dozen years. We need to act in

upgrading our technological capaci-

ty. This region has depended on the

small farmer to feed us. In the age of

Climate Change, this is a risky busi-

ness as Agricultural Sectors through-

out the region are being challenged.

Technology is the way forward for

The Bahamas and the Region.

New Crop Box Technology Introduced
To Bahamian Agricultural sector

gg Continued from / PAGE 3...

4 Messrs David Feng, Sr. and David Feng, Jr.

4 Mr. Tennyson Wells, President of BAMSI
4 Members of the Bahamian agricultural community and the general 

public attended the one-day seminar on Crop Box Technology.
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Minister Dames pointed out that, as crime is

a fluid phenomena and much work is needed

in the fight, law enforcement officials were

making consistent inroads to reduce this men-

acing occurrence. To date for 2018, he noted,

there were 51 homicides reported which for

the same period the previous year was 70

reported homicides – which reflected a 27.1

percent decrease.

“Although overall crime and murders are

down we cannot take comfort in the fact that

people are still losing their lives,” he said. “We

cannot sit back while murders occur as one life

is one too many.

Minister Dames added that the fight against

crime and violence has to and will continue to

be approached holistically.

“As the National Security Minister I am fully

committed to providing the necessary legisla-

tive and policy framework which will allow our

respective law enforcement agencies to

improve upon their tactical approaches as we

address crime within this 21st century,” he

said. “A key to the holistic approach to combat-

ing crime is the networking of all law enforce-

ment agencies -- locally and internationally.

“In fact, over the past week, The Bahamas

is hosting Tradewinds 2018, which has

brought together regional CARICOM and inter-

national law enforcement agencies so as to

devise transnational strategies that will have a

direct and indirect impact on The Bahamas.”

Minister Dames pointed out that The

Bahamas does not manufacture guns or pro-

duce illicit drugs on a large scale; but the vio-

lence that had erupted over the past two

weeks was directly linked to those illicit trades.

He noted that the Royal Bahamas Police

Force (RBPF), which was the first line of

defense in the detection, deterrence and pre-

vention of crime and violence was at that time

undergoing organizational structural changes

and all should begin to see the positive impact,

in the near future.

“The recently published Manpower Audit

noted that training of officers is too basic and

does not meet 21st century standards in order

to tackle crime trends in the country,” he noted.

“According to the 2011 study by Bradford enti-

tled 'Police Numbers and Crime Rates: A

Rapid Evidence Review', for every 100 officers

recruited and deployed there should be a three

percent decrease in crime statistics. Beginning

with the recruitment of 105 recruits entering

the Force, we will begin to employ some of the

organizational strategies to remedy this vexing

problem.”

Minister Dames revealed that he met with

the Commissioner of Police and his Senior

Command, and Commodore of the Royal

Bahamas Defence Force and his Senior

Command earlier that afternoon to address the

recent increase in homicides and to get their

strategic input moving forward.

“I am pleased and confident that the strate-

gies articulated will address the current prob-

lems we face and there will be no let up,” he

stated. “The new strategy calls for the blanket-

ing of New Providence which is increasing vis-

ibility, intensifying efforts against prolific

offenders and continuing an all-out presence

of hot spot areas with the intent to dismantle

gangs and drug operations in particular.

“An investigative and intelligence compo-

nent to bring closure to these most recent mat-

ters is also a part of the overall strategy,”

Minister Dames added. “I am pleased to say

that the police have made a tremendous

amount of inroads in these most recent mat-

ters and will continue to work to bring them all

to closure.”

Minister Dames issued a stern warning to

parents of young men roaming Bahamian

streets.

He said: “We cannot have a society where

young men are roaming our streets and taking

out lives of hard working Bahamians. This will

not be tolerated. We will use every tool at our

disposal under the law of the Commonwealth

of The Bahamas, to ensure that every hard-

working and law abiding Bahamian is kept

safe.”

“If you choose to take on law enforcement

with a firearm then there are consequences,”

he added. “The police without question will

abide by the law, but one thing the police will

not allow is for innocent people to fall victim at

the hands of gun-toting thugs.”

Minister Dames States 
Law Enforcement Response 

to Recent Homicides
gg Continued from / PAGE 4...

'Afar' Travel Magazine
Representatives Pay a Visit

on the Governor General

4 'Afar' experiential travel magazine and guide executives and staff paid a courtesy 
call on Governor General Her Excellency Dame Marguerite Pindling on Friday, June 
15, 2018 at Government House.  They were accompanied on the visit by Director 

General of Tourism Joy Jibrilu.  The travel media group enjoyed a performance 
by the Royal Bahamas Police Force Band while at historic Government House. 

Governor General Dame Marguerite is pictured seated, centre, and Director General 
of Tourism Joy Jibrilu, seated third from right. (BIS Photos/Kemuel Stubbs)
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